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the first head of the kerala state was the aluva pallavam chirumam (അലുവാ പള്ളവം ചിരുമം). it was first
established by periyar e.v.raman. raman had held the position of the pallathu ravu (പള്ളത്തു വാരു) in

the early 1920s and was instrumental in the formation of the kerala congress. the state is one of the few
states in india to have a single face symbol on its currency. kerala also has a flag with a red circle with

green edges in the centre, which stands for kerala's uniqueness. kerala was a major centre for
malayalam literature and was home to great writers like keralolpatti thamburan, illayaraja, ezhuthachan

malayalam, and kunchan nambiar. the saivite literature of kerala was influenced by the nayanmar
tradition of the 16th century, and the vadakkotteswara and thirukkudathoor brahmins. kerala was home

to chiranjeevi, an avatar of lord venkateswara, for a brief period of time. kappalppattu is the best
example of keralan mysticism. its prominent text is pathupathu. pathupathu is believed to have been
composed by a minister of the zamorin of calicut. archaeological evidence suggests that there was a
flourishing civilization of the third millennium b.c. in the kerala region of the indian peninsula. a large
number of palaces and fortifications indicate the existence of a powerful state. the cheras and cholas

were the ruling dynasties of kerala, and their sway extended over much of the malabar coast. the cholas
were divided into two branches, the northern and southern branches. according to k.a. nilakanta sastri,
all the three dynasties, viz., the cheras, the cholas, and the pandyas, were of the same stock, and the

tamil country was ruled by these dynasties in the first millennium b. during the first millennium a.d., the
cheras and the cholas were the dominant powers in the peninsula, and the pandyas extended their

sway over the andhra country.
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the black coloured stone pillars of the pallipattu temple of kerala are said to be similar to those of
kashmir and tibet. the pallipattu temple belongs to the 2nd century and is an example of ancient kerala

architecture. the red stone pillars of perumal temple are not free from brahmanical influences. in the
kandy temple, the stone pillars are of black marble, that was brought from south africa. such stone

pillars were not found even in europe. the temples in kerala are the result of the efforts of the people in
the socialistic and democratic kerala for the last 1000 years. the people of kerala made changes,

experimented, and struggled hard to fulfil their needs and aspirations in the society. the temples are the
result of these struggles. the temples were rebuilt more than once. the present state of the temples is
not the same as the original temples. the kerala people have contributed much to the country’s wealth
and culture. the people of kerala have been able to bring about a remarkable change in the history of
kerala and india. “as a historical fact, the communist movement in kerala is a long drawn-out struggle
for democracy and equality of opportunity, and not a racial struggle of the ‘red’ against the ‘white.’ the

red in kerala has always been white”.this book is a work of kerala charithram by a. book related to
kerala charithram by a. sreedhara menon. kerala charithram 2 book by a sreedhara menon download for

free. lord ayyapan is mentioned in the saiva siddhanta- the philosophical work of sankaracharya. in
several places in the text of the saiva siddhanta, the siddhanta discusses the importance of the worship

of ayyapan. lord ayyapan is the guardian of the triple treasures of the temple. the texts like the
brahmanda purana and the kerala purana also mention the worship of lord ayyapan. 5ec8ef588b
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